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We believe in the creation of a perfect moment.  
We never accept barriers. We never believe in ‘just right’ or ‘okay’. 
We believe in the freedom to say ‘no’ and not accept limitations. 

We believe in thinking differently. We are never satisfied until  
what we believe feels right. We dream about making your life as  

perfect as it can be. Our pledge to you today is to never stop 
believing in your dreams. Our cause is to realise your dreams.  

Our passion, sweat and tears go in to our every creation,  
until we’re certain it enhances each life it touches. 

We believe in you.

www.icandyworld.com



Beautifully British Design Every component, every curve, every detail. 

05 RASPBERRY The compact, urban stroller that always makes a statement

15 STRAWBERRY 2 Versatility and style, all in one complete package

29 APPLE 2 PEAR The original single to double that started it all

49 PEACH ALL-TERRAIN Our trademark Peach pushchair, re-imagined for adventure

63 PEACH The definitive, luxury single to double pushchair

83 ACCESSORIES Add to the minimalistic beauty of your iCandy

93 MiPEACH Playtime has never been so stylish or fun

99 BUYERS GUIDE Giving you a helping hand

iCandy pushchairs are designed in the UK to ensure absolute  
perfection and unrivalled style. When you choose an iCandy, 
you’re not just buying a pushchair – you’re guaranteeing the 
utmost in quality, safety and functionality for your child and your 
family. It’s taken many years of advanced development and  
relentless testing for us to get to where we are today. 

But it’s not just the engineering that matters. It’s the way an  
iCandy makes you feel. From the very first push you’ll know the 
difference, and it doesn’t all come from world-class engineering. 
A lot of it comes from our passion. We’re a family business and 
our business is families. Run by Bradley and Warren Appel and 
started by their Grandfather Charles in 1933, it’s a journey that 
has made a big impression on the nursery industry and has seen 
iCandy gain a fashion conscious fan base across the world. 

This attention to detail, this dedication to creating the perfect 
pushchair, it’s what drives us. We’re proud of our heritage and  
our achievements, but we’re even more proud that we’ve been 
able to help parents give their child the very best start in life.  
Our pushchairs are a celebration of the beauty of life, and the 
journey of love and joy that a baby brings.

That journey starts right here.



iCandy has built the perfect 
place for a child to sleep 

 and grow as their epic  
journey begins. 

 
For parents who want  

only the best for their baby,   
getting ahead of the  

curve starts here.
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aspberry
Beautifully compact and built to last.  
Our award-winning urban pushchair 
created for life in the big city.

65



8www.icandyworld.com7

PRODUCT FEATURES RASPBERRY

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 109 or visit www.icandyworld.com 

The lightweight and state-of-the-art Raspberry has been designed from the ground up to be the perfect urban 
stroller. A lie-flat seat unit means it’s suitable from birth, and the compact fold and agile chassis make it easy to 
nip around town. The parent or world-facing seat unit features a memory foam layer for additional comfort, and 
the innovative concealed storage pod is perfect to store your raincover, phone or keys. 

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Lie Flat Seat Unit Lie-flat seat unit suitable  
from birth

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

Lie-flat design - suitable from birth to 25Kgs  |  Free-standing compact fold with seat unit  |  Clamshell seat design  
|  Parent or world-facing seat unit |  Large, easy access basket holds up to 5Kgs  |  All round suspension for a 
smooth ride  |  Ultra-lightweight aluminium chassis  |  Seat liner included  |  Interchangeable flavour packs  |   
Handy concealed storage pod to store rain cover, phone or keys  



10www.icandyworld.com9

PRODUCT FEATURES RASPBERRY

Suitable from birth to 25Kgs

Weight (lightest liftable) 6.6Kgs 

Dimensions: 85.5cm x 54cm x 36.6cm  
(folded), 74.5cm x 59cm x 100cm (unfolded)

Large 36ltr / 7.9 gal shopping basket holds  
up to 5Kgs

High quality aluminium frame

Parent or world-facing seat unit

Freestanding when folded with seat unit

Auto locking chassis when folded

Puncture proof TPU tyres

Five point padded safety harness

Innovative storage pod holds up to 1Kgs

Front swivel wheels

Converts to full travel system with car  
seat adaptors

Lie flat seat unit suitable from birth

Adjustable SPF 50 hood

Interchangeable flavour packs

Independent front and rear suspension  
for a smooth ride

Colour matched seat liner included for  
extra comfort

Hood Adjustable SPF 50 hoodHandle Adjustable handlebar 

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit





14www.icandyworld.com13

COLOURS RASPBERRY

Interchangeable flavour packs can be used on  
either matt black or chrome chassis, allowing  
you to mix and match to your own taste with over  
100 fashionable combinations.

CHASSIS OPTIONS

SunflowerFuchsia Wisteria

Arctic NightAtlantic Beetle Lush
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trawberry
Versatile, stylish and packed with features. 
For parents who want it all.

1615



PRODUCT FEATURES STRAWBERRY 2

Everything you need in one package, that’s the Strawberry 2 vision. With a lightweight aluminium chassis, large  
lie-flat carrycot and car seat adaptors included, it’s the perfect travel solution straight out of the box. The Strawberry 2 
folds conveniently usuing a unique one-hand Step & Stand Fold(TM) action with the parent or world-facing seat  
unit in place, and the unique Memory system brings the seat back to the original position when unfolded. 

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with 
included car seat adaptors. 

Carrycot Colour-matched carrycot included. Suitable 
from birth and safe for permanent overnight sleeping.

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

18www.icandyworld.com17

Suitable from birth (with optional carrycot) to 25Kgs  |  Step & fold – folds with seat unit parent or world facing  |   
Memory seat unit auto alignment  |  Large, easy access basket holds up to 5Kgs  |  Lightweight aluminium  
chassis  |  Parent & world-facing seat unit  |  Interchangeable flavour packs  |  Complete package – come with 
carrycot, seat liner, car seat adaptors, harness pads, carrycot apron, canopy, bumper bar and rain covers

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 109 or visit www.icandyworld.com 



20www.icandyworld.com19

PRODUCT FEATURES STRAWBERRY 2

Suitable from birth (with carrycot) to 25Kgs

Weight (lightest liftable) 6.3Kgs 

Dimensions: 98cm x 60cm x 32.5cm (folded), 
10/5cm x 60cm x 95-106cm (unfolded)

Large 31ltr / 6.8 gal shopping basket holds  
up to 5Kgs

High quality aluminium frame

Parent or world-facing seat unit

Freestanding when folded

Five point padded safety harness

Puncture proof EVA tyres

Lockable front swivel wheels

Quick release rear wheels

Adjustable Handlebar

Extra large basket which lowers for easy access

Adjustable SPF 50 hood

Innovative Step & fold – folds with seat unit in 
parent or world facing mode

Interchangeable flavour packs

Complete package – come with carrycot, seat 
liner, car seat adaptors, harness pads, carrycot 
apron, canopy, bumper bar and rain covers

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit 

Hood Adjustable SPF 50 hoodHandle Adjustable handlebar 





PRODUCT FEATURES STRAWBERRY 2

A colour-matched carrycot comes complete with your Strawberry 2. It’s suitable from birth until your baby is able 
to sit unaided or weighs 9kg. It’s also safe for permanent overnight sleeping if you are visiting friends or family. 
Comes complete with padded mattress (removable and washable cover) and raincover. For more information on 
why we recommend the use of a carrycot, please see page 105.

24www.icandyworld.com23

Suitable for permanent overnight sleeping  |  Colour-matched to your Strawberry 2  |  High position to aid  
interaction with baby |  Feet on vented base for air circulation  |  Comes with padded mattress with removable,  
washable cover  |  Rain cover included 



COLOURS STRAWBERRY 2

Interchangeable flavour packs  
can be used on either matt 
black or chrome chassis,  
allowing you to mix and match 
to your own taste with over  
100 fashionable combinations.

CHASSIS OPTIONS

26www.icandyworld.com25

AnthraciteDune

PrismLush Smoothie Pacific



Parents take pride in the luxurious  look of iCandy,  
but it’s in the handling where our pushchairs excel.  

The fluidity they feel – from that first ever touch, to the end  
of a long day at the helm is the result of master engineering.   

We’ve made the ride for baby seamless.
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pple 2 pear
The world’s first single footprint double pushchair – 
changing the face of modern life on the move.

3000



32www.icandyworld.com

PRODUCT FEATURES APPLE 2 PEAR

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

Carrycot Optional extra carrycot suitable from 
birth and safe for permanent overnight sleeping.

31

Families grow. It’s what they do. And as this happens your life and the things around it grow too. Like your house, 
your car... and your pushchair. The iCandy Apple 2 Pear has been designed to upgrade from a single to a double 
pushchair as and when required. That means the system actually expands to meet the growing needs of your 
family, and there’s no need to buy a second pushchair when your next baby arrives. The Apple 2 Pear was the 
original iCandy single to double pushchair and remains as popular as ever - and with our interchangeable Flavour  
Canopy you can even choose a colour to match your style.

Suitable from birth (with optional carrycot) to 25Kgs  |  Converts from single to twin mode (using optional Pip convertors)  |   
Large, smooth-rolling wheels  |  Freestanding when folded - folds with seat attached  |  Large basket holds up  
to 5Kgs  |  Extra long adjustable handlebar   |  Parent & world facing seat unit  |  Interchangeable flavour packs  |  

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 109 or visit www.icandyworld.com 



34www.icandyworld.com

PRODUCT FEATURES APPLE 2 PEAR

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

Hood Adjustable SPF 50 hoodHandle Extra long, adjustable handlebar –  
perfect for taller parents

33

Suitable from birth (with carrycot) to 25Kgs

Converts from a single to double pushchair  
(using optional Pip convertors )

Weight (lightest liftable) 8.3Kgs 

Dimensions: 89.5cm x 60.2cm x 33.9cm (folded),  
80.6cm x 60.2cm x 97.4cm (unfolded)

Large 35ltr / 7.7 gal shopping basket holds  
up to 5kg

High quality lightweight aluminium frame

Parent or world facing seat unit

Freestanding when folded

Large, smooth-rolling, puncture-proof wheels

Five point padded safety harness

Extra long adjustable handlebar

Adjustable SPF 50 hood

Interchangeable flavour packs

All round suspension

Lockable front swivel wheels

Quick release rear wheels



Pip Converters
Unique Pip converters allow you to add a newborn nest for 
your newborn in the lower position with your existing  
seat unit in the upper-world facing position.

The Pip converters simply attach to the chasis of the  
iCandy Apple 2 allowing you to securely add a car seat, 
newborn nest or a second seat unit in the lower position.  
This enables you to accomodate twins or a newborn with 
an older child.

36

PRODUCT FEATURES APPLE 2 PEAR

35

An optional carrycot is available for your Apple 2 Pear. It’s suitable from birth until your baby is able to sit  
unaided or weighs 9Kgs. It’s also safe for permanent overnight sleeping if you are visiting friends or family.  
Comes complete with padded mattress (removable and washable cover) and raincover. For more information on 
why we recommend the use of a carrycot, please see page 105.

Everything you need to get started with your iCandy  
Apple 2 Pear, all available in our ‘Delicious Package’. 

The package includes: Pushchair,  
Flavour Pack – Choice of colour, Carrycot,  
Car Seat Adaptors, Mosquito Net,  
Seat Unit Rain Cover, Carrycot Rain Cover

Suitable for permanent overnight sleeping  |  High position to aid interaction with baby  |  Vented base panel  
with rubber feet for air circulation  |  Comes with padded mattress with removable, washable cover  |   
Folds flat when not in use  |  Rain cover included  
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COLOURS APPLE 2 PEAR

Aniseed

Lipstick Luna

39

BluebellClover

CaviarCookie





44www.icandyworld.com

PRODUCT FEATURES APPLE 2 PEAR DOUBLE

Newborn Nest Add a newborn nest for your  
newborn with your existing seat unit in the upper position.

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors available for upper and lower positions

Freestand Fold Chassis folds and free stands 
with both seat units attached

Seat Unit Two position recline upper seat 
unit & three position recline lower seat unit. 

43

The Apple 2 Pear offers a world-facing seat option with three reclining positions. Chassis comes with 2 seat units 
and raincover (Flavour canopy optional extra). 



46www.icandyworld.com

Car Seat & Seat Unit Combine car seat with 
seat unit in upper position with 2 position recline

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors available for upper and lower positions

Seat Unit Two position recline upper seat unit 
& three position recline lower seat unit. 

Newborn Nest Twin newborn nests

45

The Twin option comes with:
Apple 2 chassis including seat unit with raincover, Apple 2 Pear Pip Converter including Pip Converters, seat unit 
with raincover and Newborn nest fabrics which fit onto the seat unit frame with canopy.

The flavour canopy is interchangeble and can be used on the newborn nest. Car seat adaptors and flavour  
canopies are optional extras.

PRODUCT FEATURES APPLE 2 PEAR TWIN



Kimberley Gallagher Peach All-Terrain driver

I couldn’t put my iCandy on a high 
enough pedestal. I rely on it totally to 

keep my daughter safe and snug.  
That’s all a mother wants for her child.

The weather wasn’t quite what we had in  
mind when we booked our summer break.  
Other parents tried to get their buggies across 
the beach as their little ones rattled around 
like pinballs. ..we glided across the sand  
with our baby blissfully unaware of the  
elements surrounding her.  



3

ll-Terrain
Because nothing should get in the way of your  
adventure. Our go-anywhere, 3 wheel pushchair.

50
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www.icandyworld.com

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH ALL-TERRAIN

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Carrycot Optional extra carrycot suitable from 
birth and safe for permanent overnight sleeping.

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

52
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The recipe is simple. We took our trademark Peach luxury pushchair and turned it into the sporty, agile  
Peach All Terrain. Sleek curves, an ultra-compact fold and pneumatic tyres with front swivel wheel make this our 
most action-packed pushchair. If you’re looking for the best way for your child to join in with as much of your life 
as possible, you’ve just found it. The only difficult part will be deciding which of the two striking colours to choose. 

51

Suitable from birth (with optional carrycot) to 22Kgs  |  Quick-release swivel front wheel  |  One-handed fold, freestanding 
when folded  |  One-handed seat unit and carrycot removal  |  Large, easy access basket holds up to 5Kgs  |   
Travel system with car seat adaptors  |  Parent & world-facing seat unit  |  Adjustable seat unit grows with your child - 
one of the tallest on the market  |  New one-touch buckle    

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 109 or visit www.icandyworld.com 



PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH ALL-TERRAIN

www.icandyworld.com

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit with adjustable calf rest

Hood Adjustable SPF 50 hoodHandle Adjustable handlebar 

54
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Suitable from birth (with carrycot) or 6 months  
(pushchair & seat unit) to 22Kgs

Comes complete with raincover

Five point padded safety harness

One touch buckle

Off-road air tyres

Quick release lockable front swivel wheel

Quick release rear wheels 

Scratch resistant lightweight aluminium frame

Unique (pop up) one hand seat and  
carrycot removal

Weight (lightest liftable) 6.5Kgs

Folded (LxWxH) 73 x 60 x 28.5cms

Unfolded (LxWxH) 89 x 60 x 95 - 105.5cms

Large, easy access basket with pump included

Shopping basket can hold up to  
5Kgs - 26ltr / 6.8 gal

Ultra-compact one-handed fold with wheels 
removed – one of the smallest all-terrain  
folds available

Freestanding when folded

53



PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH ALL-TERRAIN
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An optional colour-matched carrycot is available for your Peach All-Terrain. It’s suitable from birth until your baby 
is able to sit unaided or weighs 9kg. It’s also safe for permanent overnight sleeping if you are visiting friends or 
family. Comes complete with padded mattress (removable and washable cover) and raincover.  
For more information on why we recommend the use of a carrycot, please see page 105.

55

Suitable for permanent overnight sleeping  |  Colour-matched to your Peach All Terrain  |  Vented base panel  
with rubber feet for air circulation  |  Folds flat when not in use  |  Comes with padded mattress with removable, 
washable cover  |  Rain cover included  



ALL-TERRAIN



COLOURS PEACH ALL-TERRAIN

www.icandyworld.com 60
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Pace

59

Eclipse



The vision people have of themselves 
as a new mother or father is changing.  
Wanting the best for their newborn is 
paramount, but parents also want to 

invest in their own sense of style.  
Our fashion credentials have become 

an important part of the brand.
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The definitive, luxury single to double pushchair,  
designed to fit perfectly around you and your baby.

each
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Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit

66

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH

www.icandyworld.com

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Carrycot Optional extra carrycot suitable from 
birth and safe for permanent overnight sleeping.

65

What defines you? Now in its fourth generation, the iCandy Peach is the choice of parents who demand cutting 
edge design and style that lasts. Every element of the Peach has been crafted to ensure perfection in functionality, 
quality and safety. From the very first push you’ll notice the ultra-smooth ride and effortless maneuverability.  
Our unique, innovative elevator adaptors bring your child closer to you to help interaction and development in 
parent-facing mode. It’s not just the iconic looks that make the Peach so popular. The fact that it can convert 
from a single to a double pushchair means you won’t have to buy another pushchair when your second child arrives. 

Suitable from birth (with optional carrycot) to 25Kgs  |  Converts from a single to double pushchair (using convertor adaptors)  |  
Unique elevator adaptors bring child closer to you for greater interaction (parent-facing)  |  One-handed fold  |  
Freestanding when folded  |  One-handed seat unit and carrycot removal  |  Large, easy access basket holds up 
to 5Kgs  |  All round suspension for a smooth ride  |  Travel system with car seat adaptors  |  Parent & world-facing 
seat unit  |  Adjustable seat unit grows with your child - one of the tallest on the market  |  New one touch buckle  
|  Leatherette handle & bumper bar   

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 109 or visit www.icandyworld.com 



68

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH

www.icandyworld.com

Seat Unit 3 position recline parent or world facing seat unit with adjustable calf rest 

Hood Adjustable SPF 50 hoodHandle Adjustable handlebar

67

Suitable from birth (with carrycot) or 6 months  
(pushchair & seat unit)

Comes complete with elevators & raincover

Five point padded safety harness

Lockable front swivel wheels

Quick release rear wheels

Smooth-rolling, puncture proof EVA tyres

One touch buckle

Leatherette handle & bumper bar

Unique (pop up) one hand seat and  
carrycot removal

Weight (lightest liftable) 8.4Kgs

Folded (LxWxH) 70 x 60 x 28.5cms

Unfolded (LxWxH) 72 x 60 x 95-105cms

Large shopping basket which can hold up to 
5Kgs - 26L / 6.8 gal

Can be upgraded from a single to a double for a 
second child

Can be purchased as a Peach Blossom for two 
children of different ages

Can be purchased as a Peach Blossom Twin for 
two children of the same age

Peach Blossom and Twin modes retain the 
footprint of a single chassis

Compact, freestanding fold



70

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH

www.icandyworld.com

Elevator Adaptors
iCandy have created unique elevators that allow the single seat or 
carrycot to be positioned higher and closer, providing further interaction 
between the parent and child. Understanding the needs of the modern 
day parent, the elevators can also be used in world-facing mode to bring 
the child closer to the table for when out and about in restaurants, cafes 
or even at home.

Converter Adaptors
As your family grows so can your pushchair with the Peach converters, 
elevators, and upper and lower seat units with raincover. The innovative 
converters allow both seat units to be parent and world-facing.

To upgrade to a Peach Blossom you will need to purchase:

•  Elevator adaptors (included with single pushchairs)

•  Converter adaptors (optional extra)

•  Peach Blossom Converter lower seat unit (optional extra)

•  Peach Blossom Carrycot (optional extra)

•  Car seat adaptors (optional extra)

The unique converter adaptors allow both seat units to be parent or world facing when in blossom/twin mode. 
The Peach can be folded with the lower front or rear Blossom converter adaptors in place making it easier for  
you to use.

69

An optional colour-matched carrycot is available for your Peach. It’s suitable from birth until your baby is able to 
sit unaided or weighs up to 9kg. It’s also safe for permanent overnight sleeping if you are visiting friends or family  
and works with our unique Elevator Adaptors. Comes complete with padded mattress (removable and washable cover) 
and raincover. For more information on why we recommend the use of a carrycot, please see page 105.

Carrycot Companion Pack  The hood & bumper bar from your Peach seat unit is shared for use with the carrycot.  
If you need to purchase an additional hood and bumper bar you can purchase the Companion Pack, which is available in each colourway. 

Suitable for permanent overnight sleeping  |  Colour-matched to your Peach  |  Works with Elevator Adaptors for 
greater interaction with baby  |  Vented base panel with rubber feet for air circulation  |  Comes with padded  
mattress with removable, washable cover  |  Folds flat when not in use  |  Rain cover included  



PEACH
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COLOURS PEACH

www.icandyworld.com

Royal

Black Magic 2 Truffle 2

73

Butterscotch

Bubblegum 

Chrome Chassis
Our iconic Chrome chassis finish has been an  
iCandy design signature from the beginning. 
For 2016 it is available with Black Magic 2,  
Truffle 2, Royal, Butterscotch or Bubblegum fabrics. 



76www.icandyworld.com

Black Chassis
Subtle, understated, modern. Our Black chassis 
remains popular with those who prefer a more 
discreet look. Available for 2016 with Claret and 
Primrose fabrics.

75

Claret

Primrose

OlivePeacock

For more information on how to purchase Honeycomb and Peacock contact iCandy World

Honeycomb

Space Grey 
Chassis
For the first time the 
iCandy Peach now 
comes with the option 
of a contemporary 
Space Grey chassis  
finish, matched  
with our Peacock,  
Honeycomb and  
Olive fabrics.

COLOURS PEACH
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80www.icandyworld.com

Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Seat Units Double world or parent facing seat units with 2 position recline in upper seat and 3 position 
recline in lower seat unit.

Carrycot & Seat unit Upper world-facing 
seat unit and lower Blossom carrycot

79

As your family grows so can your pushchair with the Peach Blossom including Blossom converters, elevators,  
and upper and lower seat units with raincover. The innovative converters now allow both seat units to be  
parent- and world-facing. The Peach Blossom is available in all single mode colour options. 

Lifetime* warranty – for more information see page 99 or visit www.icandyworld.com 

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH BLOSSOM
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Car Seat Converts to full travel system with car 
seat adaptors. 

Seat Units Double world or parent facing seat units with 2 position recline in upper seat and 3 position 
recline in lower seat unit.

Carrycot Twin blossom carrycots

81

If you’ve been blessed with twins, you’ll need our Peach Blossom Twin - the perfect double mode of transport for 
the new additions to your family.

Peach Blossom Twin includes chassis, Blossom converters, elevators, upper and lower seat units with  
raincovers, and 2 x Blossom carrycots with raincovers. Car seat adaptors are optional extra.   
The Peach Blossom Twin is available in all single mode colour options. 

PRODUCT FEATURES PEACH BLOSSOM TWIN
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Seat liners add comfort and support for your child through their transition from 
the carrycot into the seat unit.

Optional extra carrycot suitable from birth and permanent overnight sleeping. 
Comes complete with padded mattress and raincover. Ideal until baby can sit 
unaided or weighs 9Kgs.

Upgrade your single Peach to a double mode of transport with the addition of 
a Peach Blossom converter seat unit. Comes complete with raincover.

Seat Liner

Blossom Twin Carrycot

Blossom Converter Seat Unit

85

Add to the minimalistic beauty of one of our most famous pushchairs. Every detail on every accessory has been 
carefully crafted to enhance your iCandy experience.

Optional extra carrycot suitable from birth and permanent overnight sleeping. 
Comes complete with padded mattress and raincover. Ideal until baby can sit 
unaided or weighs 9Kgs.

Keep your child cosy and warm with a luxury footmuff. Choose from a  
fantastic range of colours for the ultimate stylish look ideal for the colder 
months. With fleece lining and zip off front section. 

Carrycots

Luxury footmuff

Allows both seat units to  
be parent-facing and world  
facing. Compatible with  
Peach 1 (with modified  
shopping basket) 2 & 3. 

Allows the single seat unit  
to be positioned higher and  
closer to the parent. Included 
with Peach range. Compatible 
with Peach 2 & 3.

ElevatorsConverter adaptors

2016 PRODUCT GUIDE ACCESSORIES
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Turn your iCandy Peach All-Terrain multi-functional travel system into a pushchair to be reckoned with.  
Choose from our range of sporty accessories designed for young active families.

Optional extra carrycot suitable from birth and permanent overnight sleeping. 
Comes complete with padded mattress and raincover. Ideal until baby can sit 
unaided or weighs 9Kgs.

Ideal for the colder months, with fleece lining and zip off front section. 

Seat liners add comfort and support for your child through their transition 
from the carrycot into the seat unit.

Carrycots

Luxury footmuff

Seat Liner

87

Make your Apple 2 Pear your very own with a choice of accessories and flavour canopies that help you  
express your individuality.

Optional extra carrycot suitable from birth and permanent overnight  
sleeping. Comes complete with padded mattress and raincover.  
Ideal until baby can sit unaided or weighs 9Kgs.

Keep your child cosy and warm with a luxury footmuff. Choose from a fantastic range 
of colours for the ultimate stylish look. Ideal for the colder months, with fleece lining 
and zip off front section. 

Create your own personalised, stylish Apple 2 Pear by adding a flavour 
canopy. Available in seven co-ordinating flavour colours.

Carrycots

Luxury footmuff

Flavour canopy

2016 PRODUCT GUIDE ACCESSORIES
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Newborn Pod

Add to the stylish Raspberry with our range of colourful accessories available in 7 stunning flavours allowing you 
to mix and match to your own taste.

Keeping your baby warm and comforted with a knitted outer fabric and luxury inner 
fleece lined double layer wrap. The design makes it easy to take your baby in and out 
of the pushchair, whether they are awake and wriggling or sound asleep. 

Available in 7 stunning colours - Arctic Night, Atlantic, Lush, Beetle, Sunflower, 
Wisteria, and Fuchsia. The flavour pack consists of an interchangeable hood  
and harness pads.

Flavour Pack

Designed to add comfort and support your child as they grow.
Seat Liner

Made with Ripstop performance fabric on the outer lining and a cosy inner fleece 
lining to keep your little one warm and snug. We know your child likes to have 
independence and movement so there is a large fleece lined pocket on the front 
for them to keep their hands warm or store their favourite toy.

Footmuff

89

Add to the stylish elegance of the lightweight Strawberry with our range of complementary accessories. 
Every detail on every accessory has been carefully crafted to enhance your iCandy experience.

Luxury Footmuff
Ideal for the colder months. With fleece lining and zip off front section. 

The flavour pack canopies are interchangeable between the seat unit and carrycot; 
the whole pack consists of a seat liner, harness pads, carrycot apron and canopy.

Flavour Pack

2016 PRODUCT GUIDE ACCESSORIES



Cupholder & clamp (sold seperately)

Help to protect your child from harmful  
UV rays with the iCandy universal parasol.  
We always recommend the use of a suitable  
sun screen when exposed to the sun.

Car seat adaptors allow you to add a car seat to the main, upper or  
lower positons of your pushchair. Please note that product specific  
adaptors must be purchased. Visit icandyworld.com for full list of  
compatibable car seats.

Universal parasol 

Car Seat Adaptors

A2P LowerPeach LowerRaspberry

Pushchair Travel Bag Carrycot Travel Bag Raspberry Travel Bag

Strawberry 2 Peach All-Terrain

A2P MainPeach Main

92www.icandyworld.com

Universal Accessories

Create a perfect, yet natural, sleeping  
environment for your child. Featuring a  
non-allergenic cotton cover combined with  
Pure New Wool comfort layers and a Natural  
Rubberised Coconut Coir core. 

Organic Cotton Mattress

91

Keep your pushchair / carrycot protected whilst in transit  
with a pushchair and carrycot travel bag. The bags both 
includes top carry handles and / or wheels for ease of use.

The iCandy Palm features a maximum rated SPF 50+ fabric, which effectively 
blocks up to 99% of harmful UV rays, covering the child’s head, neck, shoulders 
and legs. The Palm can be used on the majority of pushchair brands.

Pushchair / Carrycot Travel Bag

Palm Sunshade

Seat liners add comfort and support for your child through their transition from 
the carrycot into the seat unit.

Universal Seat Liner

Keep your child cosy and warm with a luxury footmuff. Choose from a  
fantastic range of colours for the ultimate stylish look ideal for the colder 
months. With fleece lining and zip off front section. 

Universal Luxury footmuff

Attaches to the chassis to hold cold drinks. Clamp (sold seperately /  

product specific) is required for attaching either a cupholder or parasol.

2016 PRODUCT GUIDE ACCESSORIES
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Here at iCandy we want your little one to join in the fun of the family, so we created MiPeach - the toy pushchair 
that looks just like your iCandy Peach.

Perfect in every detail, MiPeach has a reclining, world or child facing seat unit that also converts to a  carrycot. 
The large basket is great for storing toys  and the adjustable harness makes sure dolly or  teddy is safe and sound. 

Easy to assemble and transport, MiPeach has a  2 position adjustable handle to grow with your child  and features 
a comfortable foam handle. The durable puncture resistant EVA tyres are suitable for park and playground,  and 
the frame and fabrics are easy to wipe clean.  Playtime has never been so stylish or so much fun!

Mini version of the iconic iCandy Peach pushchair

Quick and easy to assemble

Front swivel wheels

2 position adjustable handle

Child and world facing seat which converts to carrycot

Large toy storage basket

Available in Royal (Blue) and Bubblegum (Pink)

Blue Pink



Buying a pushchair for a child is a special 
moment, especially the first time around. 

iCandy’s ethos of creating unparalleled 
products comes from a passion to give parents 

a sense of total wellbeing from that day on. 
The Appel brothers have done a fantastic  

job of staying true to the personal endeavour 
this brand stands for.
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APPLE 2 PEAR PEACH ALL-TERRAIN STRAWBERRY 2 RASPBERRY

Both our travel systems and carrycots are also tested to ensure compliance with the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations.  
Receive your lifetime warranty on your chassis and seat frame(s) by registering your product with us within 6 months of purchase. See page 110 for details.101

All around suspension

Front swivel wheels

Quick release rear wheels

Quick release front wheel

Large shopping basket

Air tyres as standard

EVA tyres as standard (puncture proof)

TPU hard wearing tyres (puncture proof)

Adjustable handle

Folds with seat unit on

Seat unit removable with one hand

Parent and world-facing seat unit in single mode

Parent and world-facing seat unit in double mode

Converts to a double mode of transport

Optional extra carrycot suitable for permanent overnight sleeping

Carrycot removable with one hand

Flavour packs available to personalise your pushchair

Flavour packs available to personalise your carrycot/newborn nest

Universal Parasol available

Organic Mattress available

Freestanding chassis when folded

With a range of distinct, stylish and iconic pushchairs you may be finding it difficult to decide which one to 
choose, so we’ve put together this quick overview to give you a helping hand.

With iCandy it is quick and simple to go from car to pushchair. Visit iCandyworld.com for more information 
and all the latest compatible car seat models.

Each of the iCandy travel systems is tested to comply with BS EN 1888, this includes accessories such as car seats which are only approved by us for use on our 
chassis once we have tested these items ourselves. Each of the iCandy carrycots is tested to comply with BS EN 1466.

2016 iCANDY COLLECTION BUYERS GUIDE
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Apple 2 Pear

Peach, Blossom + Blossom Twin

Peach All-Terrain

Strawberry 2

Raspberry

Bluebell Caviar Clover Cookie Lipstick Luna   Lush

Black Magic 2 Truffle 2 Bubblegum Royal Butterscotch  

Claret Primrose Honeycomb Olive Peacock

Chrome chassis

Black chassis Space Grey Chassis

The flavour packs are interchangeable between the Black and Chrome chassis.

Arctic Night Atlantic Beetle Fuchsia Lush Sunflower Wisteria

Anthracite Dune Lush Pacific Prism Smoothie

The flavour packs are interchangeable between the Black and Chrome chassis.

Eclipse   Pace

www.icandyworld.com103

-

Chassis with wheels

Seat Unit

85.5 x 54 x 36.6 85.5 x 54 x 93

89 x 38 x 51

6.6

2.7

Folded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Unfolded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Weight 
(Kgs)Raspberry

Chassis with 2 front fixed wheels

Rear wheels only

Carrycot

Seat Unit

73 x 60 x 28.5

-

84 x 43 x 21.5

-

89 x 60 x 95.5-105.5

-

84 x 43 x 39.5

87 x 41 x 50

6.

1.3

3.6

2.7

Folded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Unfolded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Weight 
(Kgs)

Folded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Unfolded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Weight 
(Kgs)

Chassis only

Pneumatic Wheels (x3 inc forks)

Main Carrycot

Main seat unit

73 x 60 x 28.5

-

84 x 43 x 21.5

89 x 60 x 95.5 - 105.5

84 x 43 x 39.5

84 x 43 x 39.5

6.5

3.6

4.1

3.4-

-

All-TerrainPe
ac

h

Folded Dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Unfolded Dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Weight 
(Kgs)

Chassis with 2 fixed front wheels

Rear wheels only

Main Carrycot

Seat Unit

Chassis with 2 Seat Units

89.5 x 60.2 x 33.9

-

88 x 44 x 15.3

-

103.1 x 60.2 x 68.4

80.6 x 60.2 x 97.4 -117.4

-

88 x 44 x 62.2

90.6 x 42.4 x 22.4

121.4 x 60.2 x 97.4-117.4

8.3

1.3

5

3

16.1

Apple 2 Pear

-

-

-

Folded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Unfolded dimensions 
l x w x h (cm)

Weight 
(Kgs)

Chassis with fixed front wheels

Rear wheels only

Main carrycot

Blossom carrycot

Main seat unit

Lower seat unit

88 x 44 x 15.3

-

84 x 43 x 21.5

75.4 x 43 x 18

72 x 60 x 95 - 105

84 x 43 x 39.4

75.4 x 43 x 37

87 x 41 x 50

81 x 41 x 50

8.4

1.5

4.2

3.8

3.3

2.5

2016 iCANDY COLLECTION BUYERS GUIDE
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Newborns need to lay flat until they are able 
to support the weight of their own head, 

roughly around the age of 6 months.  
The safest way to ensure a safe  

lay flat position is to transport  
your baby in a carrycot. 

A carrycot will enable your baby to  
explore hands and feet and encourage  

interaction and bonding between parent 
and baby, whilst protecting spinal  

development and allowing your baby’s  
airways to open fully. 

Lastly, newborn babies shouldn’t be  
transported in their car seat for longer than 
2 hours as this can impact development and 

potentially depress their airways, for any 
journeys over this length of time a carrycot 

is ideal. iCandy carrycots are also  
perfect for stays away from home and  

are a perfect sleeping environment  
for overnight.

         iC Expert
 
At iCandy we want the absolute best for you and your family before, during and after 
your pregnancy. Our registered midwife and health visitor Katie Hilton has created  
advice especially for iCandy families on our website, which you can find in the ‘iC Expert’ 
section. There’s loads of useful information, guides and features designed to make  
pregnancy and parenting that little bit easier. Katie also hosts Q&A sessions on our  
Facebook and Twitter pages, so if you need some advice you can like us or  
follow us to get involved.

For more help and advice...

99

Why should I use 
 a carrycot?

105
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You know the one.

The satisfaction of knowing you’re going to be a Mum, a Dad, a Grandparent.

The great times you’ve had and the ones to come. 

The feeling you want the best for your family,

And you won’t compromise on style.

It’s walks in the park and strolls on the beach.

It’s sunrises and sunsets, busy days and sleepless nights.

It’s messy dinnertimes and noisy playtimes.

The first words and the first steps.

The ‘Did you see that?!’ and the ‘No, not again!’

It’s the selfies and the smiles.

The cuddles and the tears.

It’s never neglecting and always caring.

And we’re proud to say we went  
through it all with you.

Because it’s the best feeling in the world.

That iCandy Feeling
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Our promise to you
Buying a pushchair for your baby is a special moment! iCandy never accept barriers or limitations, and are 

never satisfied until what we believe feels right. This is why we probe, push, pull, bite and crash our way 
through up to nine sets of international standards.

Our passion, sweat and tears go in to our every creation, until we’re certain it enhances each life it touches 
which is why we have launched our lifetime warranty across our entire range of pushchairs. Our promise to 
you means you can concentrate on enjoying those special moments with your child.

What is covered under your 2 year product warranty 
• All manufacturing faults on the chassis, seat unit framework, and wheels 

• All manufacturing faults on adaptors (seat frame adaptors, carrycot adaptors,  

   car seat adaptors and converter brackets)

• Zippers and touch fasteners (manufacturing fault only)

• All harness straps (manufacturing fault only)

• All fabric seams (manufacturing fault only)

• Colour fastness of all fabrics (manufacturing fault only)

If you feel that there is a problem with your iCandy product(s) then please contact your original approved  
iCandy retailer.  

You are also entitled to upgrade your standard warranty to a lifetime* warranty as per the terms and 
conditions available via the website below. To activate your lifetime* warranty register your iCandy product(s) 
with us within 3 months of date of purchase. This applies to all iCandy products (that contain a serial/batch  

number) purchased from 1st April 2014.

For more information about the Lifetime* warranty visit www.icandyworld.com/warranty 

Additional Information
*Lifetime refers to 48 months based on average intended use for single child. The Lifetime Warranty is applicable to all iCandy purchases made 
from 1st April 2014. Your product warranty is currently only valid in the country of purchase. 

Lifetime* warranty

Our aim is to provide you with a personal, friendly and professional customer service experience from our 
fully trained iCandy team. To ensure we consistently achieve this aim we have a multi-layered support  
network, which includes our extensive dealer network.

Alternatively you can contact our customer services team via telephone +44 (0)1767 604400  
or email customerservices@icandyuk.com

We are here to help



That’s it - this is our heart and soul. We will never stop believing in the creation 
and the realisation of your dreams. It’s what we were made for. 

And it just feels right.

At the time of print all product descriptions are accurate. All measurements are approximate. Colour reproduction is as accurate as the printing process allows. Designs 
illustrated in the brochure are protected by copyright. The reproduction of these designs in any form without the written consent of the copyright holder is prohibited.  
No part of this brochure may be reproduced without the permission of the publisher. Whilst we believe the information contained within our product specifications to be 

correct and reliable, we are not responsible for its accuracy and we shall not be liable for its interpretation and its use. We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to change, 
modify, add, or delete product specifications at any time without further notice. © iCandy World Limited 2015.

iCandy World Ltd, Montgomery Way, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, SG18 8UB, England
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